A male newborn delivered at term, with a body weight of 3350 g and an Apgar score of 10, was admitted to our center due to suspicion of congenital heart defect. On infusion of alprostadil, the infant presented symptoms of tachypnea without cyanosis, pulse was absent on the femoral arteries, and systolic murmur was heard along the left sternal border. Because of unclear diagnosis on echocardiography, computed tomography angiography was performed and revealed interrupted aortic arch type A according to the Celoria–Patton classification with patent ductus arteriosus (PDA). Due to exacerbation of symptoms of heart failure, the 14-day-old infant was qualified for a hybrid cardiac procedure.

The first stage of the procedure involved pulmonary artery banding. Subsequently, a 10/17-mm stent was implanted into the PDA through the main pulmonary artery (MPA) access. However, follow-up angiography showed dissected and mobile endothelium in the descending aorta (AoD) under the implanted stent. Next attempts of stent implantation in the dissection site were unsuccessful and caused partial reposition of the first stent into the MPA. Eventually, the second stent was implanted into the nontargeted section and the procedure was terminated.

After 8 days, the second intervention was performed. An attempt to implant a 8/18-mm stent through the previously inserted stent into the PDA was unsuccessful and it was placed above the previous one in the AoD. Finally, a 8/15-mm stent was implanted into the dissection site, overlapping the previous stent in the PDA. Follow-up angiography showed a satisfying procedure outcome, with a vestigial leak in the dissected area.

Despite interventions, the patient’s general condition was still severe. A month later, due to large dissection in the AoD, the patient was qualified for high-risk cardiac catheterization (FIGURE 1A–1C; Supplementary material, Video S1) via the right femoral vein and the right femoral artery, with formation of an artery–vein loop. The catheter was guided from the right femoral vein through the inferior vena cava, right ventricle, and the PDA to the AoD. The first 9/38-mm stent graft was implanted in the lowest part of the dissection. Then, step by step, other 8–9/25–35-mm stent grafts were positioned with overlay (FIGURE 1D; Supplementary material, Video S2). During the procedure, 6 stent grafts and 1 stent were implanted in the PDA with good outcome.

Due to another leak near the diaphragm, the patient was qualified for a hybrid cardiac intervention through the MPA access (Supplementary material, Video S3). First, a stent graft was implanted in the area below and above the diaphragm, but bleeding was still observed. The operator implanted the next stent graft in the middle part of the old stent grafts and managed to perform 2 redilatations of them. During follow-up angiography, a subsequent leakage in the thoracic part of the AoD was observed and implantation of a covered stent was needed (FIGURE 1E and 1F). Two months later, next catheterization was performed due to increasing...
leakages. Unfortunately, 2 months after the last procedure, another redissection occurred and the patient died.

Aortic dissection is a rare yet life-threatening condition in the pediatric population. Congenital cardiovascular anomalies are one of the major risk factors.\(^1\)\(^2\) Treatment, particularly in newborns, always carries a great risk of complications.\(^3\)\(^4\) Connective tissue disorders and genetic factors are also known to predispose to aortic dissection. To the best of our knowledge, similar descriptions of such demanding interventions have not appeared in the literature so far.
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